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ABSTRACT: A LTA Flight Research Program is proposed. Major
rogram objectives are summarized and a Modernized Navy ZPG-
W Airship recommended as the flight test vehicle. The origin ,_f

the current interest in modern airship vehicles is briefly discussed
and the major benefits resulting from the flight research program
described.

m

INTRODUCTION

The renewed interest in LTA vehicles can be attributed to four major factors:

._ A growing awareness of the ecological and energy problems associated with
1) current transpo- tation systems, 2) the realization that the operational char-

: acteristics and capabilities of airships are either not available or available
only to a limited extent in other tral_sportatton systems, 3) the conviction
that the quantum advancpments in aerospace and aviation systems technology

._ can place modern airships on the same level of safety, economy, and perfor-
mance capability as alternate transportation systems, and 4) the identifica-

_i tton of many conventional and unique missions that modern airship vehiclescoulo potentially perform cost effectively.

._ In contrast to these factors, certain limitations and purported deficiencies are of-
, ten defined as also characteristic of airships. These broadl_ cap be Grouped in
; * Manager, Marketing, UooOyear A_rospace Corporation, ARron, Uhlo, U. _. A.
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'_i three major areas: technical limitationt _, economic uncertainties, and institutional
; uncertainties. Each of the four sources of interest, the technical limitations, and

economic and institutional uncertainties are briefly discussed.

:._ A LTA night Research Pzogram, similar to the joint Army-NASA Rotor Systems
_ Research Aircraft and Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft Programs is discussed as one
' approach to resolving many of the technical, economic and institutional uncertain-
_. ties which must be investigated in order to insure realization of the full potential of
_, rhodern airships.

_ A Research Vehicle, consisting of a Modernized Navy ZPG-3W is described and its
_ performance presented.

I

_ ECOLOGICAL AND ENERGY _ACTORS

The recent oil embargo and the resulting concern over the energy crisis has result-
ed in an increased awareness of the dependency of our existing forms of transporta-

,._ tion on the ever decreasing supply of petroleum. Commercial aircraft, one of the
most severely affected transportation modes during the embargo, join private auto-
mobiles at the head of every list in terms of fuel energy consumed per passenger

, mile or per cargo ton mile. In contrast, modern-airship vehicles, because no fuel
_ is expended in overcoming gravity, offer an extremely fuel efficient transportation

mode.

A second area of increased public concern is the ecological and environmental as-
_ pects of air transportation. Demand projections for air transportation indicate

that many major airports will be considerably overloaded in the near future.
Acceptable locations for the construction of major new airport facilities and STOL-

..... port facilities present an increasingly difficult environmental and land use problem.
_' _ Also, the ground level noise enivronment in areas immediately adjacent to airport
: facilities, as well as the air pollution associated with commercial aircraft-ground
_ operations, are significant considerations in the introduction and operation of fut-
:, ure air transportation systems. In each of these areas, the potential operational
i__ characteristics of modern airships, such as vertical takeoff, low power require-

ments, operational flexibility, and safety, offer potential advantages as an alter-
nate transportation mode for cargo and personneL

The lower power requirement results from the use of buoyant lift rather than aero-
dynamic lift. The decreased power requirements result in reduced operational
noise, decreased air polution and potentially reduced costs, through reduced fuel
consumption per unit productivity,

MODERN AIRSHIP CAPABILITIES

Although the unique capabilities of airship vehicles compared with existing aircraft
are fairly well recognized, they will be briefly identified:

1. Safety, resulting from their relatively low takeoff and landing speeds and the
fact that airships cruise at low altitudes, usually well below conventional air-
craft traffic.

2. Carry bulky and heavy payloads, either internal in specially designed, con-
tainerized cargo bays, or suspended externally beneath the hull.

3. Virtually all-weather operational capability, with ground handling in severe
weather further aided by vectorable thrust.

4. Exceptional endurance capability unparalleled by any air transportation ve-
hicle.
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5. Operate where no airports or roads exist, unhampered by land-water inter-
faces.

6. Hover for extended periods of time, particularly in the hybrid mode, com-
bining buoyant lift with propulsive lift achieved through vectored thrust.

7. From an environmentalist's point of view, airships offer one of the most
attractive transportation modes available. Both reduced air pollution and
lower noise levels result from the lower power requirements.

8. Finally, from an energy conservation point of view, airships offer an ex-
tremely fuel-efficient transportation mode in terms of cargo ton miles or ..
passenger seat miles per pound of fuel.

APPLICATION OF CURRENT TECHNOLOGY TO AIRSHIPS ¢

Significant advances in structures, materials, and aerospace technology have oc--
curred since the last detailed airship design effort was conducted. A few of the de-
velopments that could provide the highest payoff to airship technology include: '

1. Extensive knowledge of weather patterns via Space Age weather forecasting and
and on-board weather radar.

2. More reliable propulsion systems with improved fuel consumption and power
to weight ratios.

3. Higher strength-to-weight ratio materials: f_tt,rtcs, metals and composites.

4. Improved permeability plastics that will greatly improve helium retention.

5. Tremendously improved capability for the analysis and design of large, igid
and semi-rigid airship structures resulting from the advent of modern high-
speed computers and the develooments of large-scale generalized structural
dynamics analysis programs developed for Apollo and other NASA related
programs.

6. Better insulation and high-temperature material capability to capitalize on
the potential performance improvements resulting from super heating the
lifting gas.

,: MODERN AIRSHIP MISSIONS .,

Perhaps the most significant factor contributing to the revived interest in modern
airship vehicles is the identification of many promising conventional missions and

- several rather unique missions for modern airships. The missions most frequent-
ly discussed have arisen from a combination of the factors above: ecological and
energy considerations, unique airship capabilities, and the promise of new techno-

logy. They may be looselygrouped into five general classes: commercial, publicservice, space related, AEC related, and military. Some of the most promising
missions are listed below.

Commercial Missions: short haul passenger, oversized cargo, bulk (agricultural)
_ cargo, natural gas transportation. Public Service Missions: police surveillance,

environmental surveillance, disaster relief. Space Rela_ed Missions: shuttle
transportation, solid rocket motor and external tank transportation. AEC Missions:
i'adtoactive fuel/waste transportation, delivery of large power plant components for
remote plant site construction. Military Missions: Open ocean ASW surveillance
with towed sonar arrays, sonar buoy field-deployment, monitoring repair and r_-
trieval, mine sweeping vehicles, airborne command and control, cargo delivery,
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,, , anti-ship missile defense.

MODERN AIRSHIP PROBLEMS AND TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS

_ With the many promising missions identified for modern airships, it is worthwhile
=. , to address the technical limitations and purported _eficiencies often cited as limit-

ing airship applications.

"_ ' In the military area, airships appear to be ideal platforms, pax'ticularly for Naval
!_ ASW missions. Since airships served as excellent ASW vehicles during WW I and

WW II, the question arises why they were phased out of these missions.

_ _ The reasons most often cited include (1) insufficient speed, (2) increasingly sophis-
ticated submarine technology relative to detection equipment capability, and (3)vul-
nerability.

?.

•:_ As submarine performance and speed improved, the pressurized airships were un- r
able to maintain the required 30- to 40-knot ground speed under severe sea-state

._'_ conditions: 60-knot head winds. With today's propulsion and design technology,
improved pressurized, semi-rigid or rigid airships could easily provide the per-
formance capability required to overtake the fastest enemy submarine or maintain

_ station abreast of a convoy or task force in virtually any weather.

_. The second factor th_.t contributed to the airship's retirement from naval service
_ was unrelated to airship capability. Submarine technological and operational im-

provements outstrippeddetection equipment capability, particularly the sonar de-
tection range. Sophisticated advancements during the recent decade have resulted
in quantum improvements in ASW detection equipment. ASW airships could utilize

: extremely large towed array sonar systems, large area sonobuoy fields, new mag-
netic anomaly detection gear and improved radar equipment, as well as supporting
systems, including onboard data processing, readout analysis, localization, attack
and data link systems developed for the S-3 and P 3C aircraft and SH-3H and

_ LAMPS helicopter ASW vehicles.

The final factor often cited in the demise of naval airships is their vulnerability.
This topic seldom fails to arise when military applications of airships are dis-

_ cussed. Il_ fact, recent developments in Soviet surface-to-air missile systems and
, anti-aircraft artillery systems often leads to doubts about the survivability of even

our least vulnerable attack aircraft. For airships, however, acceptable levels of
survivability can be achieved by employing the airship in missious and tactical en-
vironments compatible with their unique design and operational characteristics.
Potentially ,_irships could be equipped with self-defense systems, early warning
and fire control radar, anti-air and anti-missile missiles, and various electronic
countermeast_res to further enhance their survivability.

In the nonmilitary mission area, other problems often cited limiting airship appli-
cations include low speed handling and control, ground handling, ballast require-
ments during load transfer, control of buoyancy and trim, and airship response to
severe gusts and turbulence. None of these areas constitute unsolvable technical

roblems or limitations utilizing existing technology and operational procedures.
owever, airship performance and operational capability could certainly be im-

proved by dedicated engineering design and development effort utilizing Apollo-era
technology.

Ground handling of the latest and largest Navy a!rship, the Goodyear ZPG-3W, was
considerably improved by the use of motorized ' mechanical mules". Addition of
vectorable thrust capability could also appreciably improve airship low-speed con-
trol and handling characteristics during landing and ground handling. Vectored-
thrust capability was employed by the Goodyear Akron and Macon rigid airships in
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the early 30's and could be appreciably improved utilizing 1974 technology in con- _
junction with a developmental flight test program. Small amounts of aerodynamic
lift and vectored thrust could also be utilized for control of buoyancy and trim. ',_ _
Water recover,, from fuel combustionproducts have been successfully applied for
reclaiming ballast as fuel is consumedand warrants further investigation for mud- ,_
ern propulsion systems. Initial heating of the lifting gas or intermediate, enroute '_._
ballast recovery are also promising avenues to buoyancy control. _

",r

_roblems associated with airship response to severe turbulence can be minimized ,_ :
utilizing modern weather forecasting, navigation, and avionics to avoid severe tur- _ "

bulence. Modern computemzed structural analysis and design capabilities would ! ' "_

result in airship designs as air worthy as any moder, aircraft.

Load transfer of massive cargo loads is an area that can benefit by actual flight -,, ._experience and research and development efforts. Cargo/ballast load transfer _

approaches have bee, defined utilizing both water and solid ballast containers that _ '
simultaneously transfer the cargo to the ground and the ballast to the airship..-_ ._i
Other approaches that offer promising solutions to on ground handling and cargo ;_
transfer include small reversible bow and stern-mounted ducted propellers and in- _ !
ternally suspended cargo transfer platforms iree to rotate independently of the air- I '°
ship's response to ground winds. For many airship applications, cargo transfer
actually presents no major problem not previously solved in airship operations. {
This area would require appreciable research and development only for the transfer I
of large indivisible loads characteristic of some modern airship missions. _

Thus, none of the major technicalproblems or limitations often associated with
airship applications to either a military or nonmilitary missions represent prob-
lems that have not been adequately solved in _he past and could not be appreciably
improved upon via modern technology. While some modern applications might re-
quire airships of unprecedented size - 20 million, 40 million, perhaps even tOO
million cubic feet - compared with the 6.5-million-cubic-foot Goodyear-built Akron
and Macon, their development can be ach!eved by an orderly evolution from histori-
cal technology and experience.

_, The successful evolution will benefit significantly from the technology advance- ,
m ments of the last few decades and could be further enhanced by a research aircraft

approach, not necessarily at full scale, aimed at investigations and improvements
of airship technology and operations, particularly in the areas of low speed control, )

: improved handling qualities, ground handling, cargo transfer, and advanced buoy- !
ancy control and ballast recovery systems.

•_ ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY !

.. The fundamental problem that has deterred the revival of airship utilization is ec-._ onomic uncertainty. Research and development ccst estimates for large rigid air-
ships have r_nged from zero dollars by Airfloat Transport Limited of England to t

• halfa billion dollars, Cost estimates of pressurized airships similar to these last _

employed by the Navy can also be misinterpreted. Historical cost data generally _
reflect extensive engineering and design efforts to meet rigid performance specifi- _ .
cations and achieve significant technological advancements in performance capabi- _ :
lity. Sophisiticated military equipment, and airship design characteristics for its _
utilization, resulted in specialized design features and costs. -_

These uncertaintie_ in the R&D costs and production costs for unknown production ._
quantities directly affect the operating costs estimates via indirect operating cost
charges to amortization, interest charges, insurance, fees, taxes, etc. Uncer-

tainties in the ground facilities and personnel costs associated with performanceof the many different mission applications further confuse operating cost estimates,

: which will ultimately determine the economic viability of airship applications, i_
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: _ INSTITUTIONAL UNCERTAINTIES AND CONSTRAINT,_

_. The third problem area that will affect the development of modern airship transpor- i
ration systems for commercial applications may be defined or broadly grouped un- '

_ der the heading of institutional constraints. These include government regulations, I
-- state regulations, economic regulations, and so on. f

i ,'_he Federal Aviation Act of 1958 specifically requires the safety regulation of air-_ 'sp,ce, air navigation facilities, aircraft, aircraft parts, airmen, carriers, and
certain airports. Historically, aviation safety policies have been issued and delin-

; eared through safety regulations issued under those requirements through the regu-
latory process. Furthermore, economic regulation cover transport of mail, per-

! sons, and property. Policy guidance tn the Federal Aviation Act is broad, primar- -
ily looking toward the development of a safe and economically sound air network,
Twenty-nine states have promulgated safety regulations applicable to intrastate op-
erations. The range from simple registration and investigation of accidents to el-

/ aborate assurances of complimce with federal regulations.

_,'", Some of the major questions which arise in considering commercial applications
include _ How will airships be certified by the FAA? How will the airships be test-

o, ed and how long will it take to develop commercial operation and safety standards ?
:! Who will operate modern airship vehicles ? What International and National regu-

lations andagreements will apply ? Questions such as these must be considered in
. the successful introduction of modern airship transportation systems. Availability

of an operational vehicle to investigate LTA operations within the existing commer-
,_ cial aviation network could contribute appreciably to the early resolution of many of
_ the institutional uncertainties.
\,
_ PHOPOSED FLIGHT RESEARCH PROGRAM

Many of the technical, economic and institutional uncertainties can be resolved by
_i a LTA Flight Research Program. The program objective would be to conduct a

flight research program using a LTA flight research vehicle with sufficient ver-
satility to provide economical flight evaluation and "proof of concept" verification
of: 1) Advanced Technology Applications and Theoretical LTA Analysis, Design
and Performance Methodoloty, _) Improved Operational Concepts, 3) Research On
Promising Mission Applications. The program would also identify areas where ad-
vanced technology developments could _,igniflcantly improve modern airship opera-
tions.

The major development areas of interest to the flight research vehicle program are
presented below.

Low Speed Control and handling qualities of modern airships may be appreciably
improved by utilization of vectorable thrust propulsion systems for vehicle control
at speeds below the minimum speed requtredfor aerodynamic stability. Promis-
ing vectorable propulsion concepts include - A) stern mounted propulsion with gim-
bal capability, B) |in mounted tractor propulsion, and C) tilt-rotor type propulsion.
Canard control surfaces could also be employed to further improve aerodynamic
control authority at low speeds. Each of the above concepts has been investigated

,_ either analytically, experimentally in wind tunnel programs or in modified full-
scale vehicles and judged to be generally acceptable for improving low speed hand-
ling characteristics. The flight research program would further explore and de-
velop these alternatives ntiliztng quantitative experimental flight test data correla-
ted with theoretical predictions.

The research program objectives closely related to the area of low speed control
and handling qualities include, A) Initial assessment of handling qualities and de-
finition of safe operational envelope, B) verification of dynamic stability and control
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over the er,tire operational envelope, C} investigation of gust sensitivity, D) Inves- i
tigation of gust and load alleviation systems, E) investigation of noise effects in

hover or near hover mode of operations. Other technology evaluations could in- !
elude A) improved ballonet/envelope pressure control systems, B) improved buoy-

" ancy management techniques, and C) high altitude cruise vehicles.

The second major area of investigation of the flight research vehicle program is
improved operational concepts. Research projects would include, A) investigation
of improved ground handling equipment and procedures, B) operation with large
heaviness ratios, C) investigation of cargo/ballast transfer systems, D) in flight
ballast recovery systems, D) investig'at!on of terminal area guidance and navigation
systems, and, F) integration of LTA vehicles with existing aviation/air traffic con-
trol systems.

The third major area of investigation is research and evaluation of promising mis- , _'
sion applications for modern LTA vehicles. These investigations would include the
mission peclfliar characteristics and requiremerlts for the missions identified, as

, well as general requirements and characteristics of many promising missions. _ e
For example, investigations would include A) external carriage of bulky objects,
B) passenger ingressZegress techniques, C) systems and techniques for transport-
tng fluid cargos, and D) extremely low speed (hover or near hover) operations.

The high developn-,ent costs Which might be predicted or expected of the "first" air-
ship or vehicle for the Flight Research Program can be avoided by utilizing an ex-
isting, flight-proven vehicle design.

FLIGHT RESEARCH VEHICLE

A "modernized" version of the Navy ZPG-3W pressurized airship is proposed for
the Flight Research Vehicle.

The ZPG-3W was developed for the Navy by Goodyear Aerospace in the late 1950's
he primary mission of this airship was all weather Airborne Early Warning ,'
EW) patrols of long endurance in open ocean areas at an altitude of 5, 000 feet.

The original ZPG-3W configuration is illustrated in Figure 1.
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?_ Figure 1
_i' Original ZPG-3W Configuration '

The ZPG-aW volume is l,490,000 cubicfeet.The distinguishingconfigurationfea-
_; tures of the airship are twin engines mounted on outriggers which also function as
.:_ a ram air intake scoop for the ballonets, an tail for obtaining ground clear-

ance, an internal antenna installation with a height finder and a tricycle landing ,,
_ gear for improved ground management. The engines are Wright Model R-182_-88 ,_

equipped with a oooling fan and a special gear box to obtain a lower propeller rpm.
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The ballonets are connected by ducts from a plenum chamber for the f_gress of the
air. The ballonet air is exhausted through pressure regulated "pop" 'Jalves. Air
is supplied by electrt,: blowers and ram air through ducts in the leading edge of the
outriggers. The entire ballonet air system is automatic with manual override.

The battens are structurally designed to withstand the flight dynamic pressure and
the mooring loads. The envelope which is constructed of two ply neoprene coated
dacron fabric functions as a radome for the antenna. A vertical fabric shaft is in-

' stalled for crew access to the antenna and height finded. The empennage and ear
are conventional airplane structures with the former fabric coverec,.

; The interior of the car pro_ldes the pilot compartment, CIC compartment, ward
_ room, galley, sleeping quarters and an aft equipment section. Th_ latter section

accommodated such items as tanks for fuel and ballast water, a crew relief sta- '
_ tion, hydraulic equipment, ballast provisions, APU, etc. Jettison_ble fuel tanks
_ are provided in the keel space below the floor for emergency balla_Jt conditions.% f

¢

_,."'" The flight controls are similar to airplane arrangements in that they consist of a
column and wheel. Rudder pedals are eliminated in lieu of directional control be-

: ing obtained by actuating the wheel. Elevation is obtained by actuating the column
in the conventional airplane manner. An autopilot and an automatic pressure sys-

_ tem with manual overrides arevrovided. Demonstrated performance of the original
_ . ZPG-3W is presented in Table I:.

_. , Table I - Demonstrated ZPG-3W Performance
Operating Altitude 5, 000 ft

: Design Ceiling 10, 000 ft
_. Maximum Speed 76 knots, EAS
_. Rate of Ascent 2,400 ft_min
, Rate of Descent I, 200 ft/min
_,, Endurance 7 5 hours with military equipment

and 21 man crew

_, Gross Weight 93,485 (I0, 500 lbs heavy at takeoff)
Empty Weight 67,566

_ Envelope 33, 115
Car 30, 7 50

_' Empenn_tge 3,701
Useful Load 25, 919

Crew & Provisions 7,204
Fuel 19,712
Mission Equipment (Included in Weight Empty)

A recent study has been completed by Goodyear Aerospace to define the perfor-

_ lC _-IPgt_ n_lal e_f ach 'Mr°dogran_ e dThZePGrl3WnatlYPe s__i _e_ i_bl _r_°; e_" ofi_hteh_Ew
and other military mission equipment. _eoprene impregnated Ke_ar with a
strength to weight ratio twice that of dacron fabric would be used for the envelope
material and the basic propulsion would consist of two GE T64-GE-10 or GE
T64/P4C engines. This configuration would have the same outward appearance as
the original ZPG-3W and a top speed of I00 knots. The performance characteris-
tics of this LTA Flight Research Vehicle candidate is presented in Table II.

Further investigatlor_s are required to d_flne the structt_ral requirements of the
car to accommodate the various propulsion system options to be investigated for
low speed control improvements.

The proposed research vehicle would provide a flexible and economical research
test bed which could be utilized for the LTA Flight Research Vehicle Program.
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Table II - 'TIodernlzed" ZPG-3 W LTA Research Vehicle Characteristics .i

Maximum Speed t00 knots
Gross Woight* 97,030**
Empty Weight 47_ 342 _[

Envelope 17, 018 1" Car 26, 623
Empennage 3,701

i Useful Load* 49, 688

_' *I0, 500 Ibs heavy
**3,000 ft pressure altitude, Kevlar fabric without stretch factor

SUMMARY

The renewed intL,rest in modern airship vehicles is based on several well founded
facts: 1) Airships ar', an environmentally desirable and energy efficient alterna-
tive to existing transportation modes, 2) airships have distinct advantages over
existing tran,_portation modes due to their unique operational capabilities, 3) Ap-

,.'" plication of 1974 technology can significantly improve the capabilities of modern
= airships compared with vehicles of the past, and4) because of the three facts
. above, many promising missions have been identified.

Three major areas must be investigated in order for the full potential of modern
. airships to be realized: technical limitations or unceI_ainties, institutional un-

certainties and constraints, and economic uncertainties. !
_ Ir, the technical area, the successful revival of modern airship vehicles can be _

achieved by an evolutionary program based on airship technology of the past, up-
graded to reflect the technology of today. With the possible exception o_ transfer

• of iarge indivisible cargas and incorporation of vectorable propulsion systems, _
technical problems do not exist that have not been ,_olved in the past and could be

,. significantly improved upon by the application, testing, and proving of equipment
_' and operatlugtechniquesusing1974 technology, i

The area of instit._tional constraints and uncertainties does not present any insur-
mountable prol;iemsbutwillrequirefurtherinvestigation.Airshipcertification

for commercial applications could be aided significantly by the availability of aresearch airship for actual flight-test programs.

Economic uncertainty i_, d,e major l_,roble_n retarding the development and suc-
cessful introduction ol' m,Jd,_r_ airship transportation systems. Cost uncertainties
arise from unknown production quantities and unknown costs. These uncertainties
in turn actually result from unknown market size (t. e., how many missions could
airships cost effectively perform) and what characteristics (speed, payload, range,
etc. ) the airship should pos3ess to perform these missions and the costs required
todevelopsuch a vehicle. The number ofmissionsthatairshipscan perform is
uncertainbecauseactua,flighttestingand operationalinvestigationshave notbeen
conducteddue tolackofa researchor testbed airship.A researchor testbed
airshipisnotavailablebecauseoftheuncertaintyinwhat sizeairshipshouldbe
developedand thecosttodevelopsuch an airship.

One approach to eliminating the development cost/applications dilemma is through !
a Flight Research Program. The program would utilize a Research Airship,
based on an existing ZPG-3W design, to serve as a flying test bed for evaluation
of improved technological and operational approaches. Flight evaluation of a
broad spectrum of mission applications would be performed.
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_ RECOMMENDATIONS

Many of the applications being considered for LTA vehicles are practical and po-
ir_,_ , tentially economically viable. Unfortunately most of the applications taken alone
_ do not justify the investment necessary to develop the required modern airship
, vehicle. Goodyear Aerospace believes that the country's military and civil inter-
,_ ests would be best served by government support of an LTA Flight Research Pro-

.gram. The ]_rogram would allow flight test evaluation of advanced technology
/ apphcations and improved operational procedures as well as investigations of pro-

_ J mising mission applications.

By utilizing a modernized version of the existing Navy ZPG-3W Airship, the Flight
!_ Research Program could be implemented at modest cost within two to three years.

/ .... In conclusion, Gcodyear Aerospace is confident that the field of Lighter Than Air
: ' is an untapped resource withsignificant potential for current mission applications. '

" _ The sooner a practical, success oriented hardware program can be implemented,
_ i the sooner the payoff will occur for our nation.

.4

\
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